Rapid Success!
PharPoint’s Formula for Delivering Speedy Results
Time is money! We have all heard this age old expression, but PharPoint
Research takes this message to heart. Time is often a client’s most limited
resource, which is why PharPoint works diligently to deliver results faster than
our competitors. Here’s how:

Flexible

PharPoint’s flexible management structure is devoid of
unnecessary layers of bureaucracy. Listening to the
client’s continually changing needs, our core executives
are able to promptly make top level decisions, providing
efficient solutions and cost savings.

Consistent PharPoint’s consistent procedures reduce unwanted and
unnecessary variation in data, allowing for the efficient
use of resources and reduction of life cycle costs.

Proactive

PharPoint listens to our client’s needs in order to deliver
personalized clinical trial solutions that anticipate the
challenges of development. PharPoint’s holistic and
proactive management of each clinical trial exceeds our
client’s expectations by eliminating the headaches
associated with the one-size-fits-all approach employed
by larger CROs.

Swift Timelines
What are these qualities important?
In essence, these qualities make up the foundation that allows PharPoint to
deliver the following services in a fraction of the time it takes our competitors.

Task/Milestone

Approximate Duration

Draft ICF Template

5 Days after Final Protocol

Database Ready for Sponsor UAT

15 Days after Final Protocol

eTMF Set up

1 Day after receiving Final Investigator List

Database Ready for Entry

1 Day after Database Approval

Edit Checks Ready for Sponsor Review

12 Days after Database Screen Approval

Edit Checks Ready for Production

12 Days after Edit Check Approval

First Interim Monitoring Visit

Within 2 Weeks of First Subject Visit

Queries Resolved

5 Days after LPLV

Database Lock

5 Days after LPLV

Top Line Results

2 Days after Database Lock

Draft TLFs

5 Days after Database Lock

Final TLFs

5 Days after receiving Draft TFL comments

Draft CSR

4 weeks after Final TFLs

Visual Representation

Summary
PharPoint Research’s flexible staffing structure is devoid of unnecessary
costs or layers of bureaucracy. Listening to the client’s continually shifting
needs, our team delivers quality results in an efficient timeframe. PharPoint
Research is ready to work with you to develop a strategy that meets your
specifications and quickly gets your clinical trial on the path to success.
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